ABSTRACT. The solutions of the equation ut = (um)xx for x € R, 0 < í < T, m > 1, where u(i,0) is a nonnegative Borel measure that vanishes for i > 0 (and satisfies a growth condition at -oo), exhibit a finite, monotone, continuous interface x = e(t) that bounds to the right the region where u > 0.
Introduction.
We consider the initial-value problem for the porous media equation iut = {um)xx inQT = Rx(0,r), 0<T<oo, I u(x,0) = uc,(x) for x 6 R, where m > 1 is a physical constant and uq satisfies the assumptions (HI) «o is a nonnegative Borel measure in R, un ^ 0, The equation appears in a number of applications, the most typical being the flow of gas through a porous medium, where u stands for the density of the gas. This motivates the assumption (HI). Assumption (H2) is justified in view of the existence theory: in fact Bénilan, Crandall and Pierre [9] have constructed continuous weak solutions to the JV-dimensional analogue: (P/v) ut -Aum, u(x, 0) -uq(x), N > I, in a maximal strip Qt-= RN x (0, T*), 0 < T* = T*(u0) < oo, under the condition (H2') sup R-{N+2/{m-1)) f <¿|u0|(:e) < oo Also Aronson and Caffarelli [4] showed that every continuous, nonnegative weak solutions of ut = Aitm in a strip Qt, T > 0, has an initial trace u(x, 0) which is a locally bounded measure satisfying the growth condition (H2'). Recently Dahlberg and Kenig [11] proved that the continuous, nonnegative distributional solutions of (Pjv) in QT, T > 0, are unique. For another uniqueness result cf. [9] and its references. Early work on this subject goes back to Kalashnikov [14] .
In view of these results (H2) is an optimal growth condition for the initial values of (P).
In this paper we are interested in describing the free-boundaries that appear in (P): indeed one of the most appealing features of (P) with m > I is the fact that when uo vanishes outside a compact interval then the support of «(•,£), t > 0, is also compact. This is called the finite propagation property and has been described by Oleinik, Kalashnikov and Czhou [17] in their 1958 paper where the existence, uniqueness, regularity and finite propagation for the solutions of (P) were first discussed at length.
The above considerations lead us to introduce the assumption (H3). We show that the solutions of (P) under the assumptions (H1)-(H3) vanish for large enough x > 0 for any fixed time 0 < t < T*. We define the outer right interface (or free boundary) of u as the curve x = c(t), where ' c(t) = sup{z: u(x, t) > 0} if 0 < í < T1*, f (0) = sup (0.2)
Without loss of generality we may assume that c(0) = 0. Under the additional conditions that tin is continuous and has compact support, many properties of the function t -> ç(t) are known, cf. [1, 6, 16, 18, 20] : ç(t) is a continuous, nondecreasing function of i, 0 < t < oo, and there exists a time t*, 0 < t* < 0, called waiting time such that ç(t) -ç(0) if 0 < t < t* and Ç € Cx(t*, oo) and ç'(t) > 0 for t > t*. Moreover, the following equation is satisfied at the interface [1, 16] : (0.3) c'(£) --(mum-l/(m -l))*(ç(i),t), and the interface shows a certain convexity [6, 20] (here ç" is understood as a measure). In [20] initial data satisfying uq G Ll(R), Uq > 0 a.e., and (113) are considered and the asymptotic behavior of c(t) as t -* oo is studied.
This paper studies the interfaces ç. [0, T*) -> [0, oo) that occur when we consider solutions u of (P) with general initial data, that is, under the sole assumptions (HI), (H2), (H3). Thus in §1 we show that the above results remain valid for our general solutions; now 0 < t < oo must be replaced by 0 < t < T*.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the study of the following properties of ç~(i): behaviour for t = 0, existence of a positive waiting time, existence or nonexistence of a blow-up in finite time, behaviour of ç (t) as t -> oo if T* = oo or as t -> T* if T* is finite.
The basic technique used throughout the paper is comparison with suitable selfsimilar solutions via a Shifting-Comparison Principle (introduced by the author in [20] ).
In the next paragraphs we present our main results under some simplifying assumptions that allow for a clearer picture. We assume to begin with that uq, e /-/[^(R) and let po = ("i"™-/(m -1)). In the application to the flow of gas through a porous medium po is the pressure of the gas at t = 0.
In §2 we estimate the blow-up time T* in terms of the growth of un as x -> -oo.
Thus if
(1/0 = oo) for a certain constant fi > 0 that depends only on m; cf. Theorem 1 for the general result. §3 is devoted to a similar study of the waiting time t": we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition on urj for a positive waiting time to exist: t* > 0 if and
Remark that (0.7) only depends on the behaviour of Uo near x = 0. Estimates for t* are also obtained in Theorem 2.
To study the behaviour of ç(t) as t -► 0 if t* -0 or as t -► oo if T* = oo we need suitable examples of solutions with which to compare. They are the self-similar solutions of (P) with initial data uo(x) = (a + l)|x|Q, 2/(m -I) > a > -1, that we study in §4.
By means of our comparison technique we obtain in §5 results about the limit t I 0; if vo(x) ~ |i|A as i -> 0, 2>A> -(m -1), then c(t) ~ V as t -> oo with "1 = 1/(2 -A). A completely analogous result holds for ç(t) as t -* oo if ur,(x) ~ |x|A as x -> -oo. This is done in §6.
Finally in §7 we study the behaviour of ç(t) as t -» T* when T* is finite. In particular it may happen that ç(t) exhibits an asymptote; that is, c(t) Î oo as t 1 T*. We also study the blow-up set, i.e. the set of points x e R for which u(x, t) -» oo as ( -> T*. Both phenomena are described in terms of tío.
An interesting question not dealt with here is the optimal regularity of ç. As we said above, ç(t) is a C1 function for 0 < t < T* unless maybe at t = t* when 0 < t* < T*. In [5] Aronson, Caffarelli and Kamin exhibited a class of initial data for which c is C1 even at t = f; see also [15] . Nevertheless not all the solutions of (P) have a C1 smooth interface: recently Aronson, Caffarelli and the author [6] have proved that for a class roughly complementary to the one in [5] the solutions start abruptly after a positive waiting time: c'(t*+) > 0. We refer to [6] for further details. for some (= all) r > 0, equipped with the norm ||| • |||i- [9] contains further information on the solutions: uniqueness,_In particular, it is important to remark that the solution u with initial data uq > 0 can be obtained as the limit of solutions un with smooth, compactly supported initial data. Also P. Sacks proved that u is continuous in Qt- [19] .
For uniqueness and comparison purposes we shall use the following result of Dahlberg and Kenig [11] .
THEOREM B. Let ux(x,t),U2(x,t) be continuous, nonnegative functions in a strip QT = R X (0,T), T > 0, such that (ii) the initial traces ux(x,Q),U2(x,0) (that exist thanks to [4] ) satisfy U\(x,0) < «2(2,0) as measures. PROPERTY S3. Given two solutions ti,û with initial data uo,wo we have, for every í > 0 for which both are defined,
where (•)+ = max(-,0).
We remark that Property S3 implies, in particular, the pointwise comparison result; cf. [3] for Property SI, [1, Lemma 2] for Property S2 and [8, 9] for Property S3. For the next property we refer to our work [20] , Property S4 (Shifting-Comparison Lemma). Let u,u be solutions of (P) under conditions (H1)-(H3). If uq,Ùq satisfy
for every x G R, then for every t > 0 where both are defined we have
COROLLARY SI. Under the above assumptions, if ç(t),ç(t) are the interfaces defined in (0.2) and t > 0 is as above, then (1.5) c(i) < m-NOTATION. We shall use the notation txo -< v® or ûo >-uo meaning that (1.3) holds. Conclusion (1.4) is then written as u(-,t) < u(-,t).
1.3. Some explicit solutions. The following solutions will play an important role in the sequel as the models with which we compare other solutions. First we consider the solutions w(x,t;M) of (P) with w(x,0;M) = M6(x), where M > 0 and 6 is Dirac's delta function. They are given by (1.6) w
(cf. [7] ), where C and M are related by
The right interface of w(x, t; M) is given by x = r(t), where
The solutions w(x, t; M) serve as a model of solutions with Lr-data; cf. [20] . For solutions that blow up in finite time we shall use as model the family z(x, t; T, C) defined in QT, T > 0, by U.9> »■■;T,cWT-.r^"(^1)(T.,;;._1,^); C can be any real number. If C > 0, z is always positive. If C < 0, z vanishes in the region \x\ < r(T -t) with r defined as in (1.8) . In this case we can consider the restrictions (1.10) z-(x,t;T,C) = z(x,t;T,C)H(-x), 2B(-, ■) is Euler's beta function.
(1.11) z+(x, t; T, C) = z(x, t; T, C)H(x), where H(x) = 1 if x > 0, H(x) = 0 if x < 0. If C < 0, z+, 2_ are solutions of (P) and, in fact, the right-interface of z-is the curve x = -r(T -t), 0 < t < T.
We shall write z(x,t;T), z±(x,t;T) instead of z(x,t;T,0),z±(x,t;T,0). 1.4. Properties of the interface. Let u be the solution of (P) under conditions (HI), (H2), (H3) and let c(t) be its interface as in (0.2). We have PROPERTY II. c(t) is finite and nondecreasing forO<t<T*.
PROOF. It is nondecreasing since Property Sl(ii) implies that if u(x, t) > 0 and t > t, then u(x,t) > 0.
To see that it is finite we remark that by Properties (H2), (H3) there exist constants C\,Ci > 0 such that
hence there exists Ti > 0 such that tto -< z-(x -C?2,0;Ti) and the ShiftingComparison Lemma implies that
It is clear from Theorem A(iv) that T* >TX. In case T* > Tx we can repeat the argument above up to any time T <T* using the fact u G L¡^c([0,T*),X). D We can now define the waiting time t* as in the introduction. We have ç(t) = 0 if 0 < t < t* and ç(t) > 0 if t* < t < T*. We shall show in §3 that t* is finite. We recall that the local velocity of a solution is defined in the set {(x,t): u(x,t) > 0} by V{x, t) = -(mum-ll(m -I))x; cf. e.g. [1] . If t* < T* we have PROPERTY 12. ç G Cl[t*,T*) and for 0 < t < T* the limit (1.14) Urn V(x,t) = V(c(t),t)
exists and equals ç'(t+) ift>0. Moreover,
therefore ç'(i)fm/'(m+1> is nondecreasing and ç'(t) > 0 if t > t*.
PROOF. (1.14) was proved in [1] and [16] for solutions with continuous, compactly supported initial data; ç G C1 is proved in [10] and for (1.15) cf. [10] and [20] . The essential of the proof remains unchanged using the properties aleady quoted and the remark that Theorem A(ii) and Property Sl(i) imply that, for every 0 < t < T*, V(x, t) is a locally bounded function of x. D PROPERTY 13. Ifuo is a function such that (u™'1)
is a convex function oft, 0 < t < t*.
PROOF. By Property S2, V(x,t) is a nondecreasing function of x for every í > 0. This means that V(x,t) > V(c(t),t) = k > 0: therefore, if k > 0, the "constant-velocity front"
is a solution of (P) in R x (t,T*) such that u < u. Hence for every t > t (1.
17) Ç(t)><(t) + t'(t)(t-t)-
This means that ç is convex. We remark that when t = t* we take ç'(i) to mean c'(í+). D 2. Blow-up time. In this section we are concerned with the blow-up of the solutions of (P). We shall ask that uq satisfies (Hi), (H2). Since (H3) plays no significant role it is dropped in this section. As we said before it has been proved in [9] that the blow-up time T* of a solution u is finite if and only if the quantity Here we obtain precise bounds for T* in terms of Lq. In doing this we first meet the comparison technique that is used throughout this paper.
We begin by showing that T* depends only on the behaviour of uq for very large |i|: for any a G R we define u\ as the solution of (P) with initial value Uq(x; a) = tto(x) -x((-co, a]), i.e. ti¿(x; a) coincides with wo on (-oo, a] and vanishes on (a, oo). Likewise we define u2 for some b G R as the solution of (P) with initial value Uq(x; b) = uq( The fact that T*(u¿) = T*(u\,) is a consequence of (1.2) and Theorem A(iv): (1.2) implies that, for t < T*(tt*), u\ > u^, and /(u¿ -u2,)+ dx is bounded by a constant that does not depend on i. Therefore, |||u¿(-,í)|||i is bounded as long as |||it¿<(-,í)|||i is. By virtue of Theorem A (ii), (iv) this implies that T*(ula) = T*(u¿,).
The same argument proves that T*(tx^) = T*(tx£,).
To end the proof we have to show that if T = mm(Tx,T2*), then u is defined for 0 < t < T. For this we take an e > 0 and prove that the supports of ti¿(-,í) and u2(-, t) do not meet for 0 < t < T -e if a <C 0 and 6 » 0. Assuming that this is true we conclude as follows: u(x, t) -u\(x, t) + u2(x, t) is then the solution to (P) in the domain Qr-e with initial data uq-uq-x((o, b)). From (1.2) we deduce that u(x, t) is defined in Qr-e and that
We control finally the supports of u\ and u2. Let us begin with ula: by Theorem A(i) there exists a constant C > 0 (that depends on e) such that, for every a < 0, 0 < t < T -s and x < -1,
Now we observe that if we set va(x, t) = z-(x -a/2, t; t) with (2.6) r=(^j)"W, then (2.5) implies that u¿(x,0) -< t;a(i,0) for every a < -1 so that Corollary SI of §2 implies that u\(x, t) =0 for every x > a/2 and 0 < t < min(r, T-e). Now let N be the least integer > (T-s)/t and set tZ = u^, with a' = -2N. If T-e < t, N = 1
and we have proved that û~(x, t) vanishes in ( -1, oo) x (0, T -e). If T -e > t we can repeat the argument at t -r with v = z-(x -a/4,t -t;t) to conclude that ü(x, t) -0 in (a/4, oo) x (0,min(2r, T-e)). By induction it follows that ü~(x, t) = 0 for x > -1 and 0<i<T -ein any case. In the same way we can prove that u2, with b' = 2N and TV' defined similarly to TV vanishes in (-co, 1) x (0, T -e). This completes the proof. D
The preceding result allows us to reduce the study of the blow-up time to solutions satisfying (HI), (H2), (H3). In this case
The main result of this section is 
Therefore there exists a constant K > 0 such that u0(x) < z-(x -K,0;Te), where T£ = Tm(Lo + £)1_m. It follows then from Property S4 that T* > Te (and that for every 0 < t <Te, u(-,t) ■< z-(--K,t; T£)). Letting e -> 0 we obtain the left-hand inequality of (2.8).
In case Lq is not only a lim sup but the limit as x -> -oo of the expression in (2.7) we can repeat the argument now to find a K < 0 such that tio(x) >-2-(x -K, 0; r_e), where obviously T_£ = Tm(L0 -e)1""1. It follows that T* < TE; hence, as e -► 0, T* < TmL\~m.
We prove next the second inequality of (2.8): we choose a point x < -1, move the mass in [x, 0] at time t = 0 to the point x and consider the solution u(x, t) = w(x -x, t; M(x)) with initial data tto(x) = M(x)6(x -x): we have for every x G R, í >0 (2.10)
There is a sequence xn -> -co such that, given e > 0,
if n is large enough, n> n£. Let us set for all large n > n£ we have
Hence for some C = Cm > 0 we have, with x = xn, n>n£, (2.13) Sm-1(a;,i) > C|x"|2ei71 if -1 < x < 0. Since by construction we have M(xn)6(x -xn) < uo(x) we conclude that for every t < T*, tí(-,í) -< tt(-,i) and, in particular, /oo /*0 u(x,i)dx> / H{x,t)dx.
In case T* > t£ for an e > 0 we can use (2.13) to estimate the right-hand side of (2.14) and let n -> oo to conclude that the integral f_iu(x,te)dx -oo, a contradiction. Hence T* < te and letting e -► 0 the result follows.
REMARK. 3. On the waiting time. In the sequel, u(x,t) is the solution of (P) under assumptions (HI), (H2), (H3). Without loss of generality we set f(0) = 0. We discuss in this section the existence of a positive waiting time and give estimates for it in terms of lioIn [2] Aronson constructed an example of a solution with smooth initial data having a positive waiting time that he explicitly computed.
To be specific if ux^l~1(x) -cos2x for -tt/2 < x < n/2, uxm~1(x) -0 otherwise, he proved that t* = (m -l)/2m(m + 1) and at that time the second derivative (u™~l(x,t))xx blows up at x = ±7t/2. Knerr discussed in [16] It is immediate that tto -< tZo if r < TmBx~m. Therefore we conclude from Theorem 1 that T* >t and from the Shifting-Comparison Theorem that for 0 < t < r, ç(t) < ?(t) = 0; hence t* > r. This proves (3.5), left.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For the upper bound in (3.5) we compare u(x,t) with the solution ü(x,í) = w(x -x, t; M(x)) for an x < 0. Since it is clear that ùo -< uc¡ we have ç(t) < c(t) for every 0 < t < T*. But since (3.9) ç(t) = x + cmM(xYm-^^m+lhl^m+l\ we conclude that c(t) > 0 if t > Cm(m+1)|x|m+1M(S)-(m-1>. This being true for every x < 0 we can take the infimum of the expression in the right-hand side and obtain thus the desired inequality.
(I) Since, because of assumption (H2), B is finite if and only if limsupM(x)|x|-(m+1)/(m-1)
x-*0 is finite, (3.4) follows from (3.5).
(Ill) We first recall that any solution u(x, t), with initial pressure po(x) = ax2 + o(x2) and such that po(x) < ax2, has a waiting time given by (3.2) (Corollary A). Now for every e > 0 the solution ü such that po(x) = ax2 if x£ < x < 0 and Po(x) = 0 otherwise, satisfies üc¡ < tío if (1) We estimate the waiting time when 9 -I. In this case the results of [5] imply that 0.3174 < t*. We obtain more accurate estimates using Theorem 2: since the maximum of M(x)|x|-3 for -co < x < 0 is attained at the point x = 1.449951 with a value B = 0.0769886 it follows from (3.5) that (3.12) 0.3608 < t* < 1.4432.
(2) Now we study the range of 0's for which formula (3.2), i.e. in this case as in [5] . But the upper estimate in (3.5) allows us to conclude that for 9 near 1, (3.13) does not hold. Indeed this happens for every 6 > 0.88.... Therefore (3.14) 0.25 < 9 < 0.88.... 4 . More self-similar solutions. To give exact rates of growth of the interface asi|ooori~0we need a suitable family of models that we construct in this section.
For every a, -1 < a < 2/(m -1), we let wa(x,t) be the solution of (P) with initial condition Since the map uhTu defined by A detailed study of the problem /4oï l(fmnt) + 'lZf'(Z) = Sf(Z) fori>0, with m > 1 and independent parameters 7,6 G R is made by Gilding and Peletier in [12, 13] (where references to related works can be found). In case U > 0 they prove that there exists a solution of (4.9) with compact support if 7 > 0 and 27 + 6 > 0 and this solution is unique. In the particular case of (4.5), where a, 7,6 are related as above, the conditions mean a > -2. In this way we recover the solutions wa(x,t) restricted to the quadrant {x > 0, t > 0}. Bounded positive solutions of (4.9) can be obtained under our conditions for -2 < a < 0. Since the equation (4.5) is invariant under the transformation 77 1-► -n we can recover the left part, (x < 0, t > 0), of wa(x,t) if a < 0.
But once we have the general existence and uniqueness theory for (P) our approach gives a very simple proof of the existence and properties of wa(x, t) that relies on the use of the scaling-invariance of the equation. Using again the transformation T we see that for c > 0 the functions (4.13) (i)a,c(i, t) = c2^iQ^/(c(m-lhxr"') are solutions of (P) with inital data wa,c(x, 0) -cwa(x, 0). Their interface is given by x = íjQ,c(í), where (4.14) Va,c(t) = na(cm-1t)\ Clearly (4.14) holds also for a --1.
5. Behaviour for small t. We begin this section by showing that the behaviour of c(i) as t -► 0 depends only on the behaviour of M(x) as x -» 0.
LEMMA 5.1. Let ux(x,t),u2(x, t) be two solutions of (P) with initial datau°x(x), iX2(x), mass functions M\(x),M2(x) and interfaces çx(t),c2(t) respectively. If We put k = L = (I + 6) so that T = (1 + <5)m+1 and define «* = Tü2,u5 = T« §.
The support of ti^ is contained in the interval [x¿,0], where xs = x¿(l + ¿)-1 > x¿. Also M*(x) > M2(x) for every x, i.e. û^ >-ù2. We now consider the solution U(x, t) with initial condition
It is clear that Uç, >■ u2; hence their interfaces Z(t),c2(t) satisfy Z(t) > ç2(t) in their common interval of definition. But since i/o(x) = 0 in the interval [x¿,x¿] for a certain time r > 0, U(x, t) coincides with ü*(x, t) if x > x¿ and 0 < t < r; hence Z(t) = ç*(t).
To prove the first inequality of (5.2) we have yet to compare <;2 and çx. For this we use again 7, now with k = (c+6)(I+6), L = 1+6 and T = (c-r-¿)m-1(1+^)m+1-We obtain a solution ùi = Tui such that
i.e. ti? >-ü*, therefore Çi(t) > ç*(t) = Z(t) > c2(t) if 0 < t < r. Choosing 6 > 0 such that (1 + 6)m+1(c + <5)m_1 < (c + e)m_1, this implies the desired inequality since £i(i) = L"1ç;i(Ti).
The second inequality can be obtained by reversing the roles of tti and u2. G The solutions waiC constructed in §4 are used to give precise growth rates for c (t) when t is small: PROOF. The right-hand inequality of (5.7) and (5.8) follows from Lemma 5.1
and formula (4.14) for the interfaces of wa,cTo prove the left-hand side of (5.7) we observe that there exists a sequence xn -> 0 such that M(x")|xn|~^ -> c as n -» 00. We may assume that c > 0; if not there is nothing to prove. We consider the solutions u"(x, t) = w(x -xn, t; M(xn)). It is clear that for every n, uo > un(x, 0). Therefore we have
Now if we take a small e, 0 < e < c, we have M(xn) > (c -e)|xn|/3 for all large n>n£.
We remark now that the function (5.10) g(y) = Ay»-y, 0 < y < oo, 0 < p < 1, takes on a maximum value at y^ = (Ap)1^1-^: (1) The first results on ç(t) for small t seem to be those of [16] where it is proved that c(i) = 0(t1/2) if u0 G L°°(R). The case tío G L^R) is studied in [20] : it is proved that c^^n-^M^H)1'^^, where M = ||uo||i, and also that ç(t)t~1^m+1^ -► 0 as t -> 0. The assumptions tio G //P(R), 1 < p < oo, are also discussed.
(2) If we let ß > 2 in (5.6) and c < oo, then t, > 0; cf. §3. If ß < 2 and c> 0, then i* = 0. 6. Behaviour as í -► oo. In this section we assume that u is a global solution, i.e. T* = oo, and study the behaviour of ç(t) for large t. The results parallel those of §5 but now the values of M(x) as x -► oo are the only ones that matter: LEMMA 6.1. Let ux,u2 be two global solutions of (P) with initial data u?,tt2, mass functions Mx, M2, and interfaces çx, ç2 respectively. If It follows that (6.4) c2(t) < a(t) + |xe| = Ci((c + e)m~H) + \x,\.
Putting C£ -\x£\ we obtain the first inequality. The second is similar. D REMARKS.
(1) As in preceding sections Knerr [16] obtained the first results: Under simplifying assumptions on the initial data (cf. §3) he proved that ç(t) = 0(fi/("i+i)), in [20] very precise results are obtained when t¿0 G ¿X(R) (and satisfies (Hl), (H3)): it is proved that
xo, the center of mass, can be finite or -co. Notice that (6.5) implies that, for every solution, c(t) grows at least like i1/(m+1).
Using the solutions tua,c in combination with Lemma 6.1 we obtain the following growth rates: 
The case u0 G LP(R), 1 < p < 00, is treated in [20] . Notice that tt0 G LP(R) implies M(x) = Odxl73) with ß -(p -I)/p if p < 00, ß = 1 if p = 00. 7 . Approaching a blow-up. In this section we assume that the blow-up time T* is finite, i.e. that M(x)|x|-(m+1)/(m-1)
does not tend to 0 as x goes to -co. We begin by describing the different possible behaviours of the interface c(t) as 11 T*. Let (7.1) r = lim ç(t), v* = lim c'(t).
Both limits exist, either finite or infinite. The four cases that may occur are:
(I) I* = 0, i.e. t* = T* and c(t) = 0 for 0 < t < T*. Example: Z-(x,t;T*).
(II) 0 < /* < 00, 0 < v* < 00.
(III) 0 < I* < 00,v* = 00. Example: z-(x,t;T*,C) with C < 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (IV) /* = 00, V* = 00.
Remark that because of (1.15) /* > 0 implies v* > 0 and I* = oo implies v* = co. An example of type (II) is easily constructed as follows: let u be the solution with initial data (7.2) u0(x) = z-(x + I,0;T) + M6(x), where M,T > 0. If M and T are small enough, u equals exactly z_(x + I,t;T) + w(x, t; M) in Qt, has blow-up time T and ç(i) = r^(t) for 0 < t < T.
On the other hand it follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that (I) happens when the limit of M(x)\x\~(-m+1'^Tn~1'1 exists as x -> -co and equals B.
Examples of type (IV) will follow from Proposition 7.1.
We introduce now a useful concept, that of blow-up set E = E(u): (7. 3) E = {x G R: u(x,t) -» oo as t -+ T*}.
Note that the limit of tt(x, t) as 11 T* exists for every x G R since ut > -u/(m+l)t, i.e. u(x,t)t1^m+1^ is nondecreasing in t, in Qt--The following holds: PROPOSITION 7.1. E is an interval beginning at -co.
PROOF. Let x be a point not belonging to E. For simplicity we take x = 0. Since limu(0, t) < co as t Î T* there exists C > 0 such that u(0, t) < C for T*/2 < t < T*. We want to prove that no x > 0 belongs to E. This is obvious if /« = 0; hence in the sequel we assume that c(t) > 0 for t > T* -e > T*/2.
Consider for T* -e < t < T* the function p(x) = mum~1(x,t)/(m -1), p is a continuous nonnegative function on the interval (0, ç(t)) such that p(0) < C, p(ç(t)) = 0 and pxx > -K, where K = ((m + 1)T*/2)_1. Now we take the parabola p(x) = a-(K/2)(x-ß)2 that passes through (0, C) and ({;(£),0), i.e. with
It is easy to see that p(x) < p(x) in (0, c(t)); hence, in particular, (7.5) c'(t) = -Px(m) < -Px(m) = (Km+cm-1).
Integrating (7.5) from T* -e we conclude that ç{t),ç'(t) remain finite as t f T*. Since the maximum of p(x, t) in x in [0, c(t)] is less than a, and a is bounded for t -» T* we conclude that for every x > 0, x ^ E. D We set 6* = supE. It is clear that -co < 6* < /*. Moreover, from the above proof follows COROLLARY 7.1. If b* is finite, then I* is finite. If also I* > b*, then v* is finite.
When uq is nicely behaved at -oo there is a simple formula for b*. Indeed if we assume that the limits (z-(x -c",t;T*) -u(x,t))+dx < N" < oo.
-oo
Now if b* < c" this implies, arguing as in Proposition 7.1, that u(x,i) is bounded above in (c'",c") x (T*/2,T*) for any c'" G (B*,c"). However, Lemma 7.1 applied to z-implies that as t -> T* (7.11) / Z-(x-c",t;T*)dx^oo, Jb' contradicting (7.10). Therefore b* > c", hence b* > c. D Under the above assumptions the type (IV) corresponds precisely to c = +co. If c < 0 we have an interface of type (I) or (II): remark that in this case we can replace the lim in condition (H4) by lim sup (and the same proof implies that b* < c < 0 = /*). We remark finally that when c = -co the blow-up set E is void: in this case the sequence (7.12) Sn= SUp |x|-(m+l)/(m-l) futxtn)dx x<-l J must diverge as tn -► T* but the sup is taken at points x" -> -co.
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It would seem that the blow-up merely concern the set E. However, the next result points out a global aspect:
Consider a solution u with initial data uo that blows up at time T > 0. Let {«On} be an increasing sequence of measures that converge to tto and let {un} be the corresponding solutions. Let Ç, cn be their respective free boundaries. We choose «on so that un exists for all time 0 < t. We have Proposition 7.3. (i) For every (x,t) g Qt, un(x,t) î u(x,t).
(ii) For every 0 < t < T, çn(t) î c(t).
(iii) For every t > T, çn(t) î oo and ç'n(t) ] oo.
(iv) For every x G R and t>T, un(x,t) ] oo.
PROOF, (i) It is clear from the maximum principle that for every n, un < un+i < u whenever they are defined.
Theorem E and Proposition 1.6 of [9] prove that the sequences {tx™}, {(u™)x} and {{u™)t} are uniformly bounded in L2oc(R x (0,T). Hence {u™} converges uniformly on compacts to a continuous solution u of ut -(um)xx in Qt-Its initial trace (that exists by [4] ) ü~o necessarily satisfies UQn < ño-Moreover, ü < u. It follows from Theorem B that u = u.
(ii) Since, obviously, cn(t) < çn+x(t) < ç(t) whenever they are defined, we have to prove that, for t <T, limn çn(t) = o(t) > ç(t). In fact, if (j(io) = ç(io) -£, for some to <T and e > 0, this can only happen at a point where ç already moves: f'(io) = k > 0. Using the fact that ç'(io) = -Px{ç(to);to), where p = (m/(m -l))um_1, we conclude that u(x,tr,) > 0 for x near c(tr¡). Since ti"(x,i0) = 0 for every x > Çn(io) < cr(to) we arrive at a contradiction with (i).
(iii) This is the first interesting point. We know (Theorem A(iv)) that |||ií(-, i)|||i -> oo as t -> T. Since un j u it follows that for every n there exist an integer jn and a point (xn,tn) G Qt such that /.oo (7.13) / tXj7,(x,i")dx>(n|xr[|)(m+1)/(m-1), tn-*T,Xn<-l.
J xn
We consider now the solution un(x,t) = w(x -xn,t -tn;n\xn\^m+l^^rn~1'1), defined for t>tn.
By Corollary SI we have, since Ujn > txn at time tn, (7.14) CjB(i) > cm{n\xn\)(t -tn)l^m+1> -xn if t>tn. Now fix t = T + t > T and let n -> oo in (7.14) to obtain cn(t) î oo.
From (1.15) it follows that, for every t > 0, ^(í)í > (m + I)(cn(t) -Çn(0)).
Hence if t > T and n -> oo, ç'n(t) -+ oo.
(iv) Letp"(x,i) = (m/im-l))«^1"1. Sincepn > 0, (pn)xx > -((m-r-l)i)"1 and (pn)x{Çn(t),t) = -Ç'n(t) it follows from (iii) that, for t > T, limun(çn(t) -I,t) = oo as n -» co. The conclusion m"(x,í) | 0 for every x > 0 follows from the fact that un is nondecreasing in x for x > 0, t > 0. A proof of this property using Caffarelli's Reflection Principle is as follows: If we compare the functions ttn(x,i) and ü~n(x,t) = un(2a -x,t) in a domain D = (o, oo) X (0, oo) with a > 0, it follows from the maximum principle that un < tZ". Now, given 0 < xi < x2 and t > 0, take a -l/2(xi +X2) to conclude that u"(xi,i) > txn(x2,£).
To prove that un(x,t) j 0 even for x < 0 we consider the solutions un with initial data ûr>n = uon ■ x{"'x>^a) vvith a < 0. They approximate the solution û with ûo = «o • x{-co, a). Since T = T we apply the above to conclude that û"(x, î) î 00 for every x > a, t > T. But un < un.
Other interfaces.
If u is a solution of (P) under conditions (H1)-(H3) and 1*0(2;) = 0 for x < a, then an outer left-interface appears: (8.1) fieft(i) = inf{x: u(x,i) > 0}, t > 0.
The properties of o,eft are completely similar to those of ç(t). Since tto G L1(R), the asymptotic behaviour as f -» 00 is covered in [20] .
Also an inner free boundary r¡n may appear: it is the part of the boundary T of 0 = {(x,i); x G R, 0 < t < T* and ti(x,i) > 0} in QT not contained in x = ç(t) or x -fteft(i)-As explained in [20] it consists of an at most countable number of locally Lipschitz arcs beginning at t = 0. Cf. [20] for other details.
